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Hello all.
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So here we are with the 40th anniversary year of the club, and due to
the ongoing Covid pandemic we have, so far, been unable to organise any
events or meetings to celebrate this.
Hopefully as the vaccinations roll out, we might be in a position to organise
some type of event in the coming months.
Our club continues to move forward reliant very much on the magazine as
a means of communication, and credit must go to Michael for continuing

AOVC REPRESENTATIVES
Alf Annesley, Reg Bell, Dennis Mitchell.

to create a full and varied magazine when so little is happening, helped of

WEBSITE EDITOR
Myreve Chambers, myrevechambers@yahoo.co.uk

I hope you are all keeping well, and safe, and I know in my heart that we will

MAGAZINE EDITOR
Michael McKay, 16 Hollymount, Erinvale , BT10 0GL
Tel:- 028 90615779 Mob :- 07815435102 Email: classicmichael1@hotmail.co.uk
CLUB MEETS ON LAST TUESDAY OF EVERY MONTH EXCEPT DECEMBER IN BANBRIDGE
RUGBY CLUB, ARDERYS LANE, BANBRIDGE
EDITOR’S COLUMN
In this edition of the club magazine we celebrate our 40th Anniversary. Much of the content
relates to the history of the club, provided by long standing members, which I hope you
will enjoy reading. Unfortunately due to the current lock down there have been no events
on which to report. When we have further details on the easing of the restrictions further
correspondence will be sent. In recognition of this our 40th Anniversary a window sticker has
been produced and this is included with this magazine. Your committee hope that this will be
displayed on your cars.

course by the contributions he receives.

be able to celebrate our 40th anniversary at some point this year.
Until we can meet up again, take care all.
Thank you all.
Andy
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Whilst the Banbridge Old Vehicle Club limited takes every care as to the accuracy of materials printed in this magazine,
it cannot accept any liability in respect of the same. Opinions expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of
the Banbridge Old Vehicle Club Limited.

Banbridge’s Civic Week 13th/20th June 1981,
but, at the club’s first formal meeting on the
31st March founder member D.S. Herron JP
invited the club to his farm at Annahinchago
(Near Rathfriland), to view his recently installed
180HP Blackstone engine and alternator, formerly
used as the emergency power plant at Stormont
Castle.

through Banbridge, followed by a static display at
the Old Technical College. The display consisted
of 32 cars, 23 tractors, 21 stationery engines, 6
motorcycles and 1 bus.
The other was a year later when the car and
motorcycle section held a run along the Bann
valley, lunching at the “Old George Hotel”,
Rathfriland for £2.15 per head before joining
the tractor and stationary section at Banbridge
Academy for a static display, where there were
other attractions including Clay pigeon shooting,
Tug-o-war, Five-a-side football, quoits and a
demonstration by Banbridge aero modelling club.
It had become clear that more things divided the
tractor and stationery grouping with the car and
motorcycle grouping than united them.
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This invitation was accepted, the agreed date
being the evening of May 5th.

Founder member of the club Herbie Heslip and Isobel Stewart 1981-2001

R Club
Banbridge Old Vehicle
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THE FIRST 40 YEARS
“A meeting of those interested in
the preservation and display of
old cars, motorcycles, commercial
vehicles, tractors, steam engines
and stationery engines will be
held in the public library, Scarva
Street, Banbridge , at 9pm on
Monday, the 23rd, February, 1981.
The above announcement in the
Banbridge Chronicle of 18th.,
February, 1981, initiated by Herbie
Heslip. JP, heralded the beginning
of our club.

After consulting with others I conclude that the
only survivors from that meeting are Mervyn
Allen and Brian
O
On the night 28 people crowded
the library,
Linto
UBCorbett, both motorcyclists – a
DV
L
and there were six apologies.
EH Lhardy
E Cbreed. Maybe someone else can come up
I C with
further names. Regrettably I was one of
Following discussion it was agreed to form a club,
those tendering an apology as it was Millicent’s
Mr Heslip being appointed chairman. There were
birthday and I had promised to take her out, each
to be four categories:- Cars, Motorcycles, Tractors
of us was 40 years younger then!!
and Stationery Engines. The name “BANBRIDGE
Initially it was agreed that the club’s first event
AND DISTRICT VINTAGE VEHICLE & ENGINE
would be a drive and static display During
CLUB” was adopted. Membership Fee £3.00 PA.

The event was well publicised and there was a
good turnout of old cars, motorcycles, tractors
and stationery engines, there was also a good
turnout of spectators from the neighbourhood, all
well catered for by the Herron family.

The Blackstone engine was huge, probably
The first Annual General Meeting was held on
weighing about 10 tons. It was mounted on a
26th January 1982, when it was decided to form
raised concrete base, bolted down, and started
2 committees, one for the cars and motorcycles
by heating the manifold with blowlamps and
and one for the tractors and stationery engines,
compressed air to turn over the massive flywheel.
the committees to meet separately and bring
When running the sound was daunting. The
back suggestions and proposals for future events.
whole operation was fussed over by David Herron
The arrangementBworked for a while then the
O
LD Fred
himself assisted by John Weir, Ballyroney,
LU section stopped attending
VE
tractor /C
engine
Stevenson Rathfriland and family friend BobbyH I LE
Cmeetings and soon disappeared.
Strain, all of whom had been involved in installing
the machine and all brilliant engineers. Their party The remainder of the club survived and flourished,
piece was to stand a 50p piece on it’s edge on the organising a series of events and outings each
engine when it was running to illustrate the total
season including THE HERRON RUN, THE
absence of vibration. Sadly all of those men have
BRONTE RUN, THE TT COMMEMORATIVE RUN
since been called to higher service.
AND OTHERS. It would be nice to have some of
There was no entry fee but a collection taken up
on the evening and donated to “The year of the
disabled” amounted to £100.23. This would have
been the first of our club’s many donations to
charity over 40 years.
Two further events involving all four categories of
the club were held.
One as originally planned during. Civic Week,
on June 13th 1981, with a parade of old vehicles

those names resurrected again. There were also
indoor static shows arranged for both cars and
motorcycles in the “Off” season, the proceeds
mainly going to charities. It is noted that on the
first five occasions on which a prize for the BEST
CLUB STAND was awarded at the Kilbroney Show,
Banbridge Old Vehicle Club won four times.
Another milestone occurred in 1983 with the
introduction of a Club Magazine.

The first editor was Paul Mercer, who did, and still
does, restore Morris Minors.
There have been a succession of editors since
then, the most recent being Michael McKay, who
feels he has done it forever, who can blame him!!
Very many thanks Michael, your commitment is
fully appreciated.
The A.G.M of 1985 saw the appointment of the
first Club President H.J.Heslip JP who, up until
then, had been Chairman, that post being filled
by Billy Ferguson. Discussions were also opened
to adopt Limited Company status for the club.
This was accomplished at the A.G.M. in 1987.
Forthwith the Club name became
BANBRIDGE OLD VEHICLE CLUB LTD.
President:
Chairman:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

H.J. Heslip. JP
Billy Burrows.
Johnston Clark.
Billy Ferguson.

Club life on the ground progressed An annual
Dinner Dance was established, always well
supported by members, their friends and
members of neighbouring clubs.
Banbridge is remembered in motorcycling for the
running of races over two courses, The Banbridge
“50” and the Banbridge “100”. These were shortlived events, probably not more than 6 years in
the late “20’s and early “30”’s. The most famous
competitor ever was Stanley Woods, subsequent
10 times TT winner and known throughout the
world. We were hugely privileged to have Stanley
join us on one of these occasions when one of
these commemorative runs was held. He regaled
us with the story of how he fell off his bike when
the handlebar broke, somewhere near Corbett’s
Farm on what is now the A.1 road to Newry and
some of the Corbett family helped him tie it on
with grass rope or binder twine, which enabled
him to finish the race .

Other events have come and gone .One
particularly missed last year was the “Boxingday
Run”, called off due to the “Covid 19” pandemic,
lets hope it can return this year.
The club has evolved inn other ways, along
with society. Entries at Club events at one
time amounted to upwards on 100 vehicles.
In today’s traffic conditions that would not be
acceptable, or permissible, indeed even 30 years
ago it must have been a test on the good nature
of other motorists, though there were rarely
any complaints and most seemed to enjoy the
spectacle of seeing the old vehicles.
A most welcome change has been the attendance
of lady members at the meetings and their
participation in the life of the club, but we would
welcome more.
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BOVC MEMORIES

My father [93 this year] standing beside the A40 in 1985. One of the reasons
this A40 came about it was an exact replica of my dads 1st car.

My history timeline with BOVC started back in 1984/85 when I bought my first classic. This 1960 A40
Farina was bought in Hillsborough and although driving well it did need restoration. The restoration

The post of Club Secretary in any organisation is

like many did not start immediately as body parts needed to be sourced so it was late 1985 before

crucial. Over 40 years we have been blessed with
the best. Sheila, our present secretary is amongst
the longest serving, and the best, her attention
to detail is outstanding. We have many other
outstanding members whom I will not name lest
I overlook someone, suffice to say they form the
backbone of the club and a firm foundation as we
drive into the next forty years when the old cars
will be propelled by electricity or hydrogen!!!

the work began. Many hours of labour and much patience went in to making this project look as it

On a personal note Banbridge Old Vehicle Club
has been has been an important part of my life
and a great social outlet for Millicent and I over
the years where we have met, and continue to
meet, a huge number of nice people, many of
whom have become friends over the years… I
hope we will soon be back on then road again.

BOVC involvement came about as I was restoring the car and I became a member in the 1980’s. I

Billy Ferguson

by club member Billy Sterrit who was working for the Outlook newspaper in Rathfriland. Many trips

TOMORROW WILL BE A GOOD DAY.

to the Outlook office were made loaded with documents and photos which would become a monthly

Captain Sir Tom Moore . 1920-2020

should when it rolled off the assembly line in 1960.
The end result as you can see in the photos was pleasing to me as it made its way to many events
and shows, not to mention trips all over Ireland and as far as Scotland. It was reliable throughout
every journey and I kept it for many years. Then the buying something different bug got me and I
let the A40 go to a new home. I have seen it quite often throughout the years at events and the new
owner tells me he will never sell it, I am delighted he keeps it immaculate and is continuing to get as
much pleasure out of it as I did .

OL

B

U set up events and shows.
had a member only role at that timeD
butV
I was very interested inLhelping

E

EC

HHeslip
I received the best training from the late Herbie
I C Lfrom Bronte Country who was the founder
member in 1981

Many other members such as Billy Ferguson, Mervyn Allen, the late Matt McCurdy, and indeed too
many to mention all guided me with their knowledge within the club. Of course before long I was
invited on to the committee where I served as Editor for many years. Again being editor I was guided

BOVC Magazine. Incidentally, I should have a copy of most, if not all magazines at that time. They
offer great trips down memory lane.

of this long standing club even though I have not

My journey with the classic car scene has been

been involved as much in recent years.

and still is the best hobby ever to be involved

My passion for classic vehicles stays the same and
as most of you know I am involved in the running
of the Newcastle Classic Car Show. On that note
I must thank the committee and especially the
organiser Martin Cromwell for all his help and
guidance over the years and indeed to BOVC
A40 dismantled for body repairs and some priming.

with, I get to see many classic vehicles every
year and meeting the enthusiasts who own them
always unfolds a great story or in some cases a
history lesson. What a wonderful journey to date
and I hope more years to come.
Bill Forsythe

for their kind donation and support towards
Car finished and restored sitting at my front door,
looking as it should, just original , no extras or
modifications.
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Motorcycle marshalling was anotherB
role to play in setting out theE
route for classic car runs and

marshalling every junction. Those involved in the marshalling team were Billy Sterrit , Mervyn Allen,
Philip Forsythe, John Mercer and many more, great satisfaction was had when all vehicles arrived at a
destination together as a group proving that good planning and marshalling had worked well.
It was only a matter of time before I was organising annual events and I was to organise the Herron

the charity every year. We were disappointed of
course not having a 2021 show due to lockdown
regulations, however we promise you a 2022
show as we hopefully ease out of this pandemic
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PRESIDENTS COMMENTS
crisis.

Can I start by saying it is an honour to be asked to

against fraudulent claims regarding old vehicles

run in April, it being the first run on the list.

serve as President of Banbridge Old Vehicle Club

for example a company was building replica

Next thing I knew I was honoured to be invited as Chairman …..how did that happen? I nervously

which has now been in existence for 40 years

expensive vehicles which were originally in

accepted and as time went on the club staged indoor charity car shows and motorcycle shows in

There appears to be light at the end of the

Craigavon, Dromore and Banbridge . When I look back on this time the comradeship was absolutely

lockdown tunnel with the covid – vaccine now

brilliant and the support I was given was very much appreciated. Those Were The Days!!

available, hopefully we may be able to resume

The club today is still
thriving with enthusiastic
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members and it’s a credit
to those on committee
who are keeping annual
events in motion all year.
As I mentioned before the
late Herbie Heslip would
be proud at the many
thousands of pounds that
has been raised for charities
since 1981. I must state I
am proud to be a member

Me standing in overalls with car in primer , getting there but time consuming.

production in the 1930s and claiming they over
40 years old when in fact they were brand new
vehicles

some form of activities late Summer or Autumn.

The delegates were then split into 4 groups to

BOVC pays yearly fees to be affiliated to both

give us a more detailed examination of what

the ASSOCIATION OF OLD VEHICLE CLUBS

constituted an historic vehicle after restoration

(AOVC) and the FEDERATION OF BRITISH

ie what parts were altered or replaced.

HISTORIC VEHICLE CLUBS (FBHVC) . Both

the process etc. The FBHVC meet on a regular

these organisations lobby both Stormont and

basis with the DVLA in Swansea to find solutions

Westminster to look after the interests of historic

for the many queries raised by club members UK

OLD is the 40
vehicle owners One recent example
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year rolling MOT and vehicle road tax legislation
H I CTheLEFBHVC have
passed in both governments. Some time ago

BOVC sponsored me to go to a historic vehicle
seminar at the DVLA headquarters in Swansea.
The meeting was opened with a general talk by
the DVLA outlining their current policies and how
they intend to improve their service to historic
vehicle owners. They have to be on their guard

AUTOMOTIVE

recently

FUELS

during

appointed

SPECIALIST

to

an
their

legislation team this will be an important role in
the coming years as the federation focuses upon
ensuring combustion powered vehicles have a
place to co-exist alongside electric vehicles on
the roads of the future.
DENNIS MITCHELL

MOTORSPORT PERSONALITIES
MOTORSPORT PERSONALITIES
Since 2007 a feature of our Winter programme has been our Motorsport Personality Chat Show, most of

2011 – AUSTIN FRAZER. Co-driver to Cathal Curley and Bertie Fisher. Austin recalled his progress from

which I have had the pleasure of hosting.

a Morris Minor in home rallies in Cookstown through 40 years of motorsport, both competing and

2007 - ARNIE BLACK was our first guest telling us how, after several years racing MG sports cars he
bought a Crossle racing car and that began his long association with John Crossle. Several years and many
more Crossle cars later Arnie bought the business on the retirement of John Crossle. Now 50 years on
the company was still making cars and selling them around the world, including a little Trials car the T80

RIDin various states of construction or repair – a
factory in Holywood where we saw a selection ofB
racing cars
N
GE
fascinating place to visit.
BA

which Arnie had brought along for us to see. A couple of months later Arnie hosted a tour of the Crossle

2007 - ALAN “PLUM” TYNDALL, or “Mr Motorsport” or “Mr RPM” regaled us in September with his
stories of collecting Dinky racing cars, Dundrod TT pictures, car magazines etc., which sparked his interest
in motorsport. He began racing his Mini, then Vauxhall Firenza, and commentating at races, hillclimbs and

organising. Rally cars included Minis, Escorts, Mantas, Porsche 911’s, BMW, Sierra Cosworth, and the
famous Ferrari engine Lancia Stratos. Having competed in every major rally in Ireland and the Isle of Man,
and won most of them, Austin’s organisational skills were recognised by Ford, and he was given the ’Ford
Motorsport Award’ for the Donegal International Rally – the only individual ever to receive this award.
2011 – KENNY McKINSTRY MOTORSPORT. This was a visit to Northern Ireland’s answer to Prodrive.

BRIDG
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E from S7, S8, S9, S10 and S11, all
Sean McElherron talked us through B
theA
different models on display

Six Subaru rally cars were lined up in various stages of preparation in Kenny’s workshop in Banbridge.
supported on four axle stands. Each had a gearbox or engine, or other major component on display, ready
for installation. The S11 was the highest spec car with most technology, and when full rally prepared cost
over £300,000 !! Wow.

sprints. In 1980 RTE asked him to commentate on all the Formula One Grand Prix and the Circuit of Ireland

2011 – ROBIN ALLINGHAM – Navigator, driver, rally car preparation. Robin started rallying in 1971 in

rally. Later he set up the RPM television programme which continued for many years. The “Stormont

a Mini, after servicing and navigating for other competitors. A BMW 2002 was acquired, then a Dolomite

Millennium Motorsport Spectacular” organised by Plum and his team helped secure the first WRC Rally

Sprint, followed by an ex-works Rodger Clarke Triumph TR7 which he fitted with a V8 engine and had

Ireland using the same venue.

many successes. For 25 years Robin helped to run the Lurgan Park rally, but now he spends his time

2008 – DESSIE McCARTNEY 50 years rallying. He started Autocross in 1962 in a Mini and later rallied
a Sprite followed by a Beetle, Midget, Escort BDA, Avenger, Sunbeam, Chevette, Lancia, Metro 6R4, and

building rally cars and supplying service back-up for others, along with his well-known skills for being a
Rover V8 expert.

several Porsche 911’s. Dessie, like his brother Ronnie, competed in every major rally in Ireland and the Isle

2012 – PHILLIP McCALLAN. His 15-year motorcycle racing career began in 1984 on small motorbikes

of Man. Hundreds of rallies over 50 years, in dozens of different cars, against most of the best rally drivers

and moved on to the Kawasaki works team. His fellow competitor Joey Dunlop recommended him to the

in Europe. He had numerous wins, seconds and third places, and has a massive trophy cabinet. A fantastic

works Honda Britain team where he achieved multiple successes until his retirement in 1999. His thrilling

evening of stories.

stories included 11 wins at the Isle of Man TT, 4 of which were in the one week in 1996. He also had 5

LDknown to us as co-driver toLAdrian
2009 – DR BEATTY CRAWFORD, well
UB Boyd in the R.E. Hamilton Ford

wins in the 1992 North-West 200
O and a further 5 wins at the 1996 Ulster Grand Prix, all with Honda.

and Dessie McCartney, Derek Boyd, and our own Con Williamson on the Pirelli Classic Marathon – an event

2012 – GAVIN MILLAR, competed in and helped organise the Camel Trophy in 1989. Thirty teams of

which he won in 1988 with Adrian Boyd, and again with Ronnie McCartney in a Cooper S. Having competed

Land Rovers travelled 2,012 kms through the Brazilian Rain Forest, through jungles and across rivers, mud,

at the highest level in scores of rallies in many countries, with dozens of drivers, including five world

and swamps with wild animals, venomous snakes, and other dangerous creatures – the most difficult

champions, he said that the best driver was Bjorn Waldergard, and the best car the Porsche Carerra RS.

and dangerous driving experience imaginable. Very few of the competitors who started completed the

Escort.

O

VE Stig Blomquist,
Beatty has competed with Bjorn Waldergard,
H I C LE C Jimmy McRea, Cathal Curley, Ronnie

2010 – BARRY SIMMONS . Better known as Team Manager of the Rothmans Honda Britain Racing Team,

LD

UB

Phillip now owns a very successful motorcycle
V business in Lisburn.
CL
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arduous rally.

and later the mighty black and gold John Player Norton team with the rotary engines. Starting with the

In the next edition Ken will recall our nights with other famous motorsport personalities including Cathal

Suzuki team he soon moved to Honda where he recruited Joey Dunlop who brought Honda tremendous

Curley, Brian Nelson, Denis Biggerstaff and many others.

success. Barry then moved to Norton and signed Robert who also had great success until the racing team

by Ken McDevitte

went out of business. When asked who was the best rider, Answer – Joey Dunlop. “Joey could ride any bike,
even a bad bike well”, hence his record of 26 TT victories.

The Book that changed my life

manufacturers, like, Citroen, Saab, VW and to a lesser extent Mercedes, and Volvo had already developed

If my parents were around today,

In those days I paid little attention to Japanese manufacturers as only one – Toyota, was included

they might perhaps be a little

in the 1958 publication. The company introduced the Toyopet mane in 1963, by which time other

disappointed to read this article

manufacturers - Prince, Nissan, Hino and Mazda had arrived on the UK scene.

and discover its focus is not a
title which would influence my
spiritual or moral development,
but one which would influence

body styles on which they would base their ranges for the next 20 years.

And what about the makes no longer with us. Well, that’s another story, and would sadly fill a page of
any magazine. However, one thing’s for sure, the contents of this little book, was the spark which ignited
and has sustained my interest in cars, ever since.

BRIDG
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Mind you, the book was ‘parked’ for 15 years after 1961 when I passed my test, and I was to discover

However, the blame lies with

Brian Mackey

how I would spend my money
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girls, who all had their own distinctive and very attractive, curves, and by then the only car to have was
a Mini.

them, as they went into a shop,
and bought me a small book for
Christmas 1958, which although
referred to countless times over
the years, has survived in good
condition.
As a young teenager, I would take this little book with me when our family went out in the car on regular
Sunday afternoon drives. It fitted neatly into my jacket pocket, but if you suggested such a practice to a
14 year old today, he would look at you and say –
“No way. I’ll stick to my iPad, Smart Phone, Tablet, Android, or some such device”.
And what would they be missing? - - - - The Observer’s Book of Automobiles.

LD little over the years, but L
It’s foreword, by Stirling Moss,O
changed
in U
myB
1958 edition, notes on the ‘Changing
VE had almost
C
shape of cars’ stated that two piece windscreens
disappeared,
and ‘fins’- usually formed by a
H I C LE
extension of the rear wings – were one of the latest styling trends.

An obvious difference from today’s cars was the relatively simple mechanical specifications, with more
attention appearing to be lavished on designing cars which created a unique image for each brand – a
feature which is still very important today.
BMC had not yet become BL or BLMC and stamped its mark on the UK car industry, so the Austin A35,
A55 Cambridge and A95/105 looked quite different from the Wolseley range although this marque’s
styling had clear links to Riley. Morris Minors and Oxfords had a look of their own. In the Ford UK range,
the Escort name had appeared in 1955 as an estate car, but the styling of the Popular harked back to the
pre-war models and the Anglia name was now given to a ‘three box’ model introduced in 1954.
For glamour and highly developed styling, I had to turn to the US manufacturers, but the classic European

Bill Forsythe’s Wedding
I saw this photograph recently on
Facebook. There are a number of
interesting features. The first is
Bills hairstyle, although he hasn’t
changed much from 1976 to now.

O

Bill tells me that the Fire engine is aLD
1951 Dennis with crash gearbox and
no power steering. He in fact did his
HGV test in this particular vehicle.
The Officers Car in the photo is a
two door Hillman Avenger.
Michael McKay
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MY LOVE FOR CARS

a civilian mechanic working
for the MoD, servicing military
vehicles such as Warrior tanks.

My obsession for cars started

Paul like myself has a passion

in the late 1940,s early 1950.s

for old vehicles ,his being of

when I was six years of age.

the military type. So great is
his passion for military vehicles

In those days my father had

he has attended the last two

just returned from the Second

Normandy Landing celebrations

World War having served in the

in these. The photos show

Royal Artillery having reached

some of his vehicles and his

the rank of Battery Quarter

involvement in the Normandy

Master Sergeant Major. On his

Landing events.

return to Belfast he helped form

the restoration work. Since then

Austin 1300 2 door, a Morris

I have owned a 1970 Rover 2000

Marina 1300 Coupe, a Morris

Automatic, a Triumph Herald

Marina 1300 saloon, an Austin

Back to myself. It was in 1996

1200, a Morris 8 Series E, a Rover

Maxi 1500, a Morris Marina

Army based at Clonaver Park in

which were taxed for three

that I learned to drive in one

that I was introduced to Bill

P4 100, a Triumph Herald 1360,

1800 saloon, 2 Citroen BX’s, a

East Belfast.

months of the year. You can see

of these when my grandfather

Forsythe at the Kilbroney Show

a Hillman Minx, a BMW 320i

Talbot Horizon, 2 Peugeot 305;s,

where I got the desire to have a

asked me to help him check the

in Rostrevor, where he told me

Convertible and a Morris Marina

a n Austin Montego, an Austin

collection of cars of my own – I

work he had undertaken.

he had a Vanden Plas 1300 for

1300 4 door saloon. I currently

Maestro, 4 Citroen Xantias , 2

sale which was delivered to my

have an Austin Maxi 1750 and

Citroen Xaras, 2 Seat Alteas, a

home on a trailer with the help

a V W Golf cabriole the Vanden

Citroen C3 Picasso and 2 Citroen

of John Mercer. When Barbara

Plas

having

C4 Picassos. One of which is

saw the car she asked Bill why

recently been sold to Nigel Scott

my present day car. A total of

he had brought such a bundle

a club member.

26 cars. In my early days of car

of scrap to which Bill replied—

My everyday cars have included

a Regiment of the Territorial

Each year he had to go to
summer camp in the South
of England with the regiment.

blame him for this passion.

After

having

served

their

As my mother’s parents lived

My Mother had identical twin

National Service my uncles, by

in Wolverhampton she and

brothers, John a mechanic and

the way being identical twins

I went to stay with them

Eric an electrician. They both

serving in the same Regiment

whilst my father was away.

had 2door Morris Minors which

the officers could not tell one

My Grandfather, a retired gas

my grandfather maintained for

from the other and this often

manager from Bridgenorth in

them. I would accompany my

led to confusion when they

Shropshire was the proud owner

grandfather to his garage when

were on parade, went their

of four cars, two Morrises, a

he was working on the cars. It

separate ways, John into the

Wolsley and a Singer each of

was when I was six years of age

motor industry and Eric into

when Michael has carried out

Princess

an A35 Austin, a Morris Mini,
an Austin 1100 – 2 door, an

ownership I was buying a new car
every year until I caught myself
on and realised I could buy the
manufacturers

demonstrators

at a considerably reduced price.
From the above you can see

electronics .
I remember in my early days
of car ownership when I had
an Austin 1100 two door John
gave me a box of parts of which
I still have some today.

in

his

that cars have played a very
important part of my life and
hence

my

membership

of

Banbridge Old Vehicle Club
where I have been an office
bearer in all positions with the

John had a son Paul who
continued

wait to you see how it turns out

1300

father’s

footsteps and went into the
motor industry. Today he is

exception of treasurer.
MICHAEL McKAY

1976 AUSTIN MAXI 1750
IN DAMASK RED OYE 935 R
Fathers Day 2020 saw the
first outing since major
restoration

was

carried

out for OYE 935 R since a
complete respray, body work
and repairs to the steering
and front suspension.
I bought this Maxi in 2017 in
Ayr , Scotland having seen it

Unfortunately I was not able to view

on Ebay. It came with a years

the car before purchasing and with

MOT which was completed

the vendor having assured me the car

a few days before purchase. Having driven the car for a year the car was now due for its MOT. The car

was in good condition I proceeded

was taken to the MOT center for its test and to my horror failed miserably , the steering was dangerous,

with the purchase.

a bush was completely worn out as were the suspension bushes. Further more there was serious body

It is there for important that you

corrosion with under the wings being filled with newspapers, kitchen foil, rubber matting and isopon.

inspect yourself or get someone to do it for you as you cannot rely on the test being carried out properly.

As I had only done a few hundred miles since its previous MOT it was difficult to see how this car passed

On the brighter side OYE 935 R has been restored to its former glory and wherever I go the car is much

its test. I honestly believe the car was never taken to a garage for the test. Here in Northern Ireland your

admired and I will be driving it , hopefully, for some years to come.

car most be presented to a Government run Test Center. I contacted the testing agency in Great Britain
and gave them the details of the garage where the test was completed but they were not interested
because of the time lapse in me contacting them.

Michael McKay

CLUB SHOP - FOR SALE
Wall plaques

£16.50

Two fibre glass rear wings for Rover P6
---£60 ono
OriginalWorkshop manual for Rover P6
---£45 ono

Millers Oil at very keen price
Millers 250ml VSP+ Power Plus
Treats 40l Petrol

Set of front brake pads for Rover P6 --£35 ono

Phone Reg Bell on 028 9756 1079 or
07880 636661
CLUB CLOTHING
We now have a range of clothing in Navy
Blue with the Club Badge.

1 litre Rover camouflage green paint
(BS626) Belfleet 280 in 2pack ---£25 ono
Further details from Michael on
07815435102

BRIDG
N
E
BA

Polo Shirts

£15

Sweatshirts

£15.00

Regatta Fleece

£25.00

Regatta Waterproof Jackets,
fleece lined & built in hood.

£40.00

Grey Short Sleeved Shirt
with Breast pocket & Club Badge. £20.00
Regatta Body Warmers soft
shell type (M&F)

£30.00

All BOVC clothing available in other
colours on request.
New Car Badge £20

COLLECTION OF OLD
COLLECTIBLE FIRE APPLIANCES.
Dinky / Matchbox / French and
the picture of three only are German Conrad
models. Conrad are heavy metal with al
working parts, not toys, quite old and never
played with. Other models, some boxed,
some not. These are not cheap toys, they are
collectible. Going on eBay soon but rather
stay in NI.

OLDGregoB
These are obtainable from Richard
Contact
LUBill on 07720262530
VE
C
ry who can be contacted on 02890843034
H I C LE
or 07767882121
or at r.gregory243@btinternet.com
NORTHERN IRELAND CAR
1974 Austin allegro Mk1 1300 Super. Orange,
Blue Leather Upholstery, undersealed. MoT’d
till February 2022, Tax Free. Look only 5075
miles. Immaculate condition throughout.
Price £5500
Phone Harold on 07821538969

FOR SALE
Distributor cap for P4 Rover, £ 10,
Pair of Morris Minor Side /indicator
Lights, £25,
Overdrive switch for Rover P4, £15,
Rover P6 sidelight repair kit, £15,
Starter solenoid for Morris Marina, £10
New front door lock plus two keys for
Morris Marina, £40,
New reversing lamp for Morris Marina, £20
Propshaft replacement joint kit, £20,
Morris Marina Deluxe badge sx2, £15,
Morris Marina badges x 4 used, £30,
New Morris Marina badge, £15,
New Rover P6 side light lens, clear, £.25,

Collection of Hard Backed Classic Car Books
as new, make me an offer.
All proceeds will go to charity.
Contact Bill on 07720262530

BRIDG
N
E
BA

Contact Michael on 07815435102

Waringstown Cavalcade Commemorative
plates from 1997 to 2010. Make me an offer
for job lot and proceeds will go to BOVC
charity account

Triumph Herald fuel pump,
brand new, £20 ono.

Contact bill on 07720262530

Rover P6 2000 Temperature transmitter
£20 ono
Contact Michael on 07815435102
1958 MG Magnette
New leather upholstery, new radiator,
new tyres, stainless steel exhaust, brakes
reconditioned. Starts on the button, 71000
miles. Price £4750

OLD
V
Contact Ronnie on 02838881247E H

Engine for 1993 VW Corrado 1.8cc petrol.
Must be heard running. Any VW 1.8cc
engine of that era 1990 to 1995. Would
consider whole car.
Contact Bill on 07720262530
Parts for Mk2 Cortina 4 door.
Contact Bill on 07720265230
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• MOT • Servicing • PSV •
• Clutch Fitting • Petrol or Diesel •

Call our specialist classic
vehicle insurance team,
committed to getting you
the cover you need at a
great price.

223 Moira Road, Lisburn
Tel: 028 9262 1356
Mobile: 07802 361411

Lithographic, Digital,
Wide Format Printing
From paper to vinyl

AbbeyAutoline is a trading name of Abbey Insurance Brokers Limited
who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

LET US MAKE SURE WE HAVE INSURANCE
COVER ON ALL YOUR VEHICLES

www.cipinsurance.co.uk

0800 1777 880
Ballyclare - Belfast - Crumlin

J. G. BULLICK

(est. 1928)

MEMBERS N.A.F.D. & B.I.E
& FPT(NI)
QUALIFIED FUNERAL DIRECTORS
CLASSIC WEDDING LIMOUSINES
AND LUXURY COACH HIRE
DISCREET & PERSONAL SERVICE
RING Ronnie 24/7
RATHFRILAND 028 406 38006 / 30260
BANBRIDGE 028 406 25860
MOBILE 078 36 34 32 04

TM
Tony McLaughlin BA Hons Dip PFS
Financial Adviser

14 Netherlands Drive
Belfast BT17 0EU
T/F:
Mob:
E:
w:

www.rjgbullick.co.uk
© 2021 SPRBS

02890 290 187
07738 150 065
tony@tmfinancialplanning.co.uk
www.tmfinancialplanning.co.uk

